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Water is a critical component for both func-
tion and structure of soft matter and it is
what bestows the adjective soft. Imaging
samples in liquid state is thus paramount
to gathering structural and dynamical infor-
mation of any soft materials. Herein we
propose the use of liquid phase electron
microscopy to expand ultrastructural anal-
ysis into dynamical investigations. We im-
aged two soft matter examples: a polymer
micelle and a protein in liquid phase us-
ing transmission electron microscopy and
demonstrate that the inherent Brownianmotion associatedwith the liquid state can
be exploited to gather three-dimensional information of thematerials in their natu-
ral state. We call such an approach brownian tomography (BT).We combine BTwith
single particle analysis (Brownian particle analysis BPA) to image protein structures
with a spatial resolution close that achievable using cryogenic TEM. We show that
BPA allows sub-nanometer resolution of soft materials and enables to gather infor-
mation on conformational changes, hydration dynamics, and the effect of thermal
fluctuations.
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Introduction 1

Electronmicroscopy (EM) is one of themost powerful techniques for structural determination at 2

the nanoscale, with the ability to image matter down to the atomic level. The short wavelength 3

associated with electrons is pivotal for achieving such a high resolution. However, electrons 4

interact strongly with matter making imaging possible only under ultrahigh vacuum. Such a 5

necessity limits EM imaging to solid-state or non-volatile samples. Samples in most common 6

liquids or containing liquids, especially water, thus require special preparation techniques in- 7

volving either controlled drying or cryogenic treatments with consequent artefacts. Such alter- 8

ations become particularly critical for biological samples and soft materials whose meso- and 9

nano- scale structures comprise water as a building block. Some of these limitations can be 10

overcome using fast vitrification processes to solidify liquid samples [1], however vitrified water 11

is not liquid water and its structure and hydrogen bond network is very different [2, 3]. Yet, for 12

the last three decades, cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) has radically changed struc- 13

tural biology [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The so called single particle analysis (SPA)[9, 10] in particular enables 14

the atomic reconstruction of almost any type of proteins [11] with tremendous consequences 15

in drug discovery [12].Cryogenic and dry TEM provide snapshots of three-dimensional (3D) 16

structural information that can be correlated with function. The fast combination of different 17

snapshots is however the key to achieve information on structure dynamics. The new frontier 18

of material science, and biology lies in the accomplishment of structure dynamics by including 19

the fourth dimension, time. [13]. 20

The recent development of electron-transparent materials have paved the way to liquid- 21

phase electronmicroscopy (LP EM) [14]. LP EM imagingof samples in liquid havebeen reported 22

for electrochemical reactions [15, 16], nanocrystal growth [17, 18], whole cells[19, 20], and to- 23

mography reconstruction of particles in liquid state [21]. Soft materials such as micelles and 24

vesicles form in water, or any other selective solvent, as a result of counteracting interactions in- 25

cluding hydrophobic effects, steric hydrophilic interactions, hydrogen bonds and electrostatic 26

interactions [22]. Such relatively weak forces give rise to highly dynamical assemblies that exist 27

in solution where the solvent plays a critical role in the integrity of such structural assemblies. LP 28

EM is thus becoming the ideal tool to study the evolution [23] and formation [24, 25] of vesicles 29

and micelles in solution. In LP EM, the 3D reconstruction of particles in liquid has been mainly 30

dominated by the analysis of inorganic particles [21, 26]. While SPA methods have been used 31

to obtain the 3D structure of proteins (by entrapping them through substrate functionalization) 32

[27], protein dynamics has been characterized only indirectly with these approaches. 33

In our investigation, we exploited LP EM to image the dynamics of particles undergoing 34

Brownian motion, using their natural rotation to access all the particle views in order to recon- 35

struct their 3D structure using tomographic techniques. We propose two distinct approaches 36

to assess the performance of the employed tomographic techniques for reconstructing 3D soft 37

structures from LP EM imaging. 38

The first approach involves the reconstruction of heterogeneous particles while in the sec- 39

ond approach we reconstruct homogeneous ones. For heterogenous populations, we used 40

the Brownian tomography (BT) method based on the analysis of a single unit that is imaged 41

long enough to access all the views of its whole structure. For homogeneous populations such 42

as globular protein dispersions we present the Brownian particle analysis (BPA) where BT is 43

combined with SPA methods to allow for 3D reconstruction with sub-nanometer resolution as 44

a function of time. 45

Results and discussion 46

Liquid phase electron microscopy of soft materials. In order to assess the ability of LP EM 47

to image proteins and synthetic soft materials in liquid phase using direct detection and fast 48

acquisition tools we chose the protein ferritin as model. Ferritin is a globular protein complex 49

comprising 24 chains arranged into a rigid and very stable tetracosameric structure with oc- 50

tahedral symmetry, forming a hollow spherical shell [28]. Ferritin is a nanoscopic cage con- 51

taining multiple Iron ions with an external and internal diameter of 12 and 8nm respectively, 52

already imaged via LP EM [29]. We imaged ferritin dispersed in both deionised water, and 53
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Figure1: Electrondose and contrast in LP EM. TEMmicrographs of ferritin proteins imaged in
liquid (a), and vitrified (b)water TEMmethods. LP EMmicrographs and particle size distribution
as a function of time of ferritin proteins dispersed in deionised water (c) and (d) and phosphate
buffer solution (e) and (f) imaged over 4 seconds at 10fps acquisition (a).
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phosphate buffer solution (PBS) using a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)- 54

based direct electron detection camera (Gatan K2 IS) which allows low-dose imaging with high 55

detective quantum efficiency (DQE) [30]. The employed direct detection device (DDD) allows 56

two Electron Detection methods; Linear, where all the detected electron charge in the sensor is 57

integrated into the resultant image; and the counted Mode, where the resultant electron inter- 58

action is processed to a single count per electron event. With the very fast speed of the DDD, 59

images are collected in Dose Fractionation mode, where multiple images can be collected as 60

a movie in place of a single exposure, thereby giving access to the time dimension. However, 61

the imaging processes associated to LP EM generates particularly noisy images due to the liq- 62

uid media[32]. We assessed that contrast can be improved by imaging the ferritin dispersion 63

with a negative defocus and sample height values as shown in Fig. S3 where the proteins ap- 64

peared as single bright dots encircled by a dark ring. All together these modalities help to 65

image ferritin in liquid phase (Fig. 1a ) reaching contrast similar to that afforded by cryogenic 66

fixation Fig. 1b under the same imaging conditions. We firstly observed a critical difference 67

in sample resistance to the electron beam when using either DI water or PBS as solvent for the 68

ferritin dispersions. In Fig. 1cwe show a sequence of ferritin dispersed in DI water at 2.5mg/ml 69

imaged over 4 seconds at a dose of 30 electrons Å−2𝑠−1. The resulting images show a quick 70

degradation and consequent morphological changes of ferritin which upon close inspection 71

seems to form large aggregates with structural similarities to amyloid fibrils. We analyzed the 72

particle size in each of the forty frames in an attempt to unveil morphological changes as a func- 73

tion of time. The relative size distribution of ferritin seemed to change from an average of 12 74

nm (the ferritin outer diameter) to larger and more dispersed structures (see Fig. 1d ) at the 75

end of the four seconds of acquisition time. Inversely, when ferritin was dispersed in PBS at the 76

same concentration as that for DI water, we were able to image ferritin at a higher electron dose 77

(140 electrons per Å2 per seconds ) with no indication of sample damage , as shown in Fig. 1e. 78

We deliberately chose to image proteins that were located close to the SiN window and hence 79

did not seem to physically translate much during imaging with the aim of maximising their cu- 80

mulative electron dose. Not only did we observe no changes in the morphology of ferritin, 81

but its average particle diameter stayed constant at 12nm over the four seconds of acquisition. 82

(see Fig. 1f). The total electrical charge in the specimen illuminated area can be estimated 83

[33, 34] as 𝑄 ∝ 𝐼𝑆𝜖𝜖0𝜎−1 where 𝐼𝑆 is the specimen beam intensity, 𝜎 and 𝜖𝜖0 are the medium 84

conductivity and relative permittivity respectively. Deionised water ,when used as the medium 85

for dispersing ferritin, has a conductivity at room temperature of 𝜎𝐷𝑊 = 5×10−6𝑆𝑚−1, while the 86

PBS used in our experiments is a water solution of potassium dihydrogen phosphate, sodium 87

dihydrogen phosphate and sodium chloride and accounts for a conductivity of 𝜎𝑃𝐵𝑆 = 2𝑆𝑚−1. 88

Assuming that 𝐼𝑆 is the same for both media, and with water relative permittivity 𝜖𝜖0 = 80, the 89

specimen charge in deionised water will be 4 × 105 higher than in PBS. Such a difference in 90

specimen charge will be even more enhanced when compared to water in its vitrified state, 91

as in Cryo Electron Microscopy. In the latter case, depending on the relative permittivity and 92

𝐼𝑆, and due to the low conductivity of vitrified water, we would expect ferritin to have a much 93

higher charge, between one to three orders of magnitude in vitrified than in liquid water. In the 94

case of proteins, and in particular ferritin, significant implications arise as a consequence of the 95

reduction of charge associated with the liquid media, allowing to effectively increase the lethal 96

beam illumination/dose threshold for protein samples when they are imaged via LP EM. 97

Brownian tomography. Having assessed the optimal imaging conditions in terms of electron 98

dose, we proceed to assess the ability of LP EM to image dynamical changes. Here we chose to 99

workwithblock copolymermicelles formedbypoly(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl phosphorylcholine)‚Äìpoly(2-100

(diisopropylamino)ethylmethacrylate) (PMPC‚ÄìPDPA) amphiphilic copolymers inwater. We re- 101

cently reported [35] that the PMPC-PDPA copolymer can assemble into disk-like micelles with 102

a thickness of about 15nm and a radius from up to 30nm. These metastable structures emerge 103

from the bottom-up assembly of membrane-forming copolymers when the system is quenched 104

before the critical number of aggregates to form vesicles is reached [35]. We previously imaged 105

the micelles in both dry and cryogenic conditions[35] observing that in both cases, the micelles 106

tend to bias their orientations showing preferentially in most cases the widest side, hence hin- 107

dering their full characterisation. In liquid mode, as shown in video1 in the SI, the micelles are 108
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Figure 2: Brownian tomography of a block polymer disk-like micelle. Snapshots of a sin-
gle PMPC-PDPA disk-like micelle rotating in water imaged in liquid phase transmission electron
microscopy (a) . Time-coloured palette sequences of a PMPC-PDPA disk-like micelle imaged
sequentially (b) . Each colour represent a different time point. Axonometric projection of a
PMPC-PDPA disk-like micelle shown alongside the different orientations collected as a func-
tion of time (c). Three dimensional rendering of a PMPC-PDPA disk-like micelle shown in three
different views (d) . Comparison between the coarse-grain model and the Brownian tomogra-
phy rendering shown in two orientations and as cross section showing the hydrophobic core
surrounded by the hydrophilic brush (e) .
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free to rotate and move with no preferential orientation hence displaying all their views. As 109

shown in Fig.2, we can image a single micelle in time allowing the Brownian translation and 110

rotation to randomise its orientation. In Fig.2a, we show four different snapshots of the micelle 111

orientation over time provided by LTEM .The difference observed in the various views acquired 112

sequentially does indeed verify the anisotropy in the geometry of the disk like-micelle. Each 113

view is completely random as the result of Brownian rotation, as showed by the time-coloured 114

palette in Fig.2b revealing the stochastic evolution of each view as a function of the imaging 115

time. Unfortunately, our temporal resolution is 100ms, four orders ofmagnitude longer than the 116

rotational relaxation time of the investigated structure. The differences between the afforded 117

temporal resolution and rotational relaxation times hinders an effective tracking of the angular 118

dynamics. Yet, with the Brownian Motion and the fast image acquisition rate, we can capture a 119

large number of views and use them sequentially to reconstruct the full 3D structure. This latter 120

is shown in Fig.2c as an axonometric projection of the disk like micelle alongside the different 121

orientations monitored in red and three of its views in Fig.2d effectively creating what we call a 122

”Brownian tomography” of the micelle. 123

It is evident that we can visualize the entire micelle structure with a resolution of circa 1nm 124

almost allowing the visualization of its polymer building blocks. its polymer building blocks. 125

Such a level of resolution allows us to extract further structural information from the micelle 126

by combining our experimental data with computational modelling. As shown in Fig.S2a, we 127

can “coarsen” the single PMPC-PDPA chain in different units or beads that comprise the critical 128

chemical elements, allowing us to reduce each polymer from 2536 atoms to 316 beads. The 129

use of the coarse model allows us to simulate the full disk ( 1million atoms) and capture the 130

full dynamics of the system including its self-assembly behavior. The resulting structure can 131

then be compared with our Brownian tomography by fitting the number of polymers as free 132

parameter as shown in Fig.S2b. The result shows a very good agreement between the experi- 133

mental Brownian tomography and the coarse-grain simulation capturing the different structural 134

elements (see Fig.S2c) of the micelles. In addition, the proposed methodology allows us to 135

extend our morphological analysis down to the single chain level. We assume now that the 136

end-to-end distance for each polymer segment is 𝑑 ≃ 𝑎 ∗ 𝑁𝜈 where 𝑎 is the monomer length, 137

𝑁 is the polymerisation degree, and 𝜈 ∈ [0, 1] is the conformation scaling factor. From polymer 138

physics[36], we know that an unperturbed polymer chain scales with 𝜈 = 3/5, when the chain is 139

fully stretched in ideal conditions 𝜈 = 1, while when the chain is compressed and hence coiled 140

up 𝜈 ≤ 3/5. The coarse-grain simulations show that PMPC chains are all fully stretched in water 141

with an average 𝜈 ≃ 1 while the PDPA hydrophobic chains show an end-to-end distance that is 142

dependent on their physical location within the micelle. As shown in Fig.S2d) and as expected 143

by our disk formation theoretical model[35], the chains in the middle of the structure are un- 144

perturbed or slighlty streched[37], while the chains on the disk edge are collapsed and coiled 145

up. 146

Brownian particle analysis. We have shown that LP EM can be used to capture sufficient 147

particle views to create 3D rendering of nanoscopic objects undergoing Brownian motion. We 148

further extend the capabilities of LP EM by its application for evaluating protein structure. Fol- 149

lowing the same reasoning as introduced above for the disk-like micelle, proteins are free in 150

liquid media and hence undergo Brownian rotation and translation with each protein chang- 151

ing stochastically its orientation over time. Thus, imaging tens of proteins over few seconds 152

allows us to capture thousands of protein views. We exploit this feature using the SPA algo- 153

rithm but proposing here the Brownian particle analysis (BPA) approach. While SPA requires 154

a great number of particles in solution to be immobilized on a grid in order to preserve their 155

structures under vacuum[38], BPA has the ability to process videos that may not contain thou- 156

sands of particles, but insteadmonitor individual particle views across many frames, rather than 157

across a single frame. In this fashion, the orientations needed for a successful 3D reconstruction 158

are produced by recording the motion of the particles in solution. Motion in this context refers 159

to Brownian motion in confinement due to the physical characteristics of the liquid cell. It is 160

not the scope of the present study to distinguish between the motion experienced by the par- 161

ticles when they are located in interfacial areas close to the observation windows or in the bulk. 162

We exploit the motion of the particles for the sole purpose of visualizing the particles views. 163
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Figure 3: Brownian particle analysis. Ferritin density map calculated using the Brownian par-
ticle analysis method, show as front and equatorial view (a). Corresponding local resolution of
the ferritin density map performed through ResMap (b). Comparison between x-ray, cryo-EM
and Liquid TEM shown smoothed and Gaussian-smoothed density maps (c).
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Time now plays a pivotal role in the reconstruction process and a few seconds of videos can 164

replace hours of sample preparation and complex data collection necessary for cryo-EM. The 165

video 2 in the supporting information was processed employing the BPA reconstruction tech- 166

nique and it displayed a few hundreds of ferritin particles in each frame. Video 2 was recorded 167

for 10s at 10fps, generating a hundred frames. Over 5000 views of ferritin were extracted from 168

the first fifty recorded frames (i.e. over the 5s video recording) and used to reconstruct the 169

density maps. The core of the reconstruction algorithm was performed with Scipion, freeware 170

designed to perform SPA 3D reconstruction, that was extended and adapted to our needs[39]. 171

Firstly, the stack of two-dimensional (2D) micrographs was pre-processed to reduce the noise 172

using a median filter. The ferritin views were identified, extracted across all the frames, and 173

collected together to generate a 3D density map of the ferritin protein. As detailed in Fig. S4 174

a single frame contains circa 100 proteins per field of view that can be tracked over time thus 175

allowing the imaging of sequential views in consecutive frames. The BPA method can be con- 176

sidered a reference-free technique, because it does not use any a priori information about the 177

structures of the imaged particles. A coarse 3D density map was initially reconstructed, and the 178

map was subsequently refined by applying the projection matching algorithm to produce an 179

unbiased, high-fidelity density map as shown as front view and equatorial cross section in Fig. 180

3a . The reconstructed density map was further validated by using the ResMap algorithm to 181

measure the local resolution [40] providing a mean and median resolutions of 4.7Å and 4.8Å 182

respectively ( Fig. 3b). 183

Fig. 3c shows the electron density (ED) map generated from x-ray structure (PDBid 6MSX), 184

the cryo-EM (EMD-2788) map reported by Russo et al.[41], and the LTEM EDmaps from Fig. 3a 185

displayedwith no smoothing andGaussian smoothing applied . All EDmaps are shownoverlaid 186

with the ferritin atomistic structure from x-ray with the different alpha helixes represented in 187

green, yellow and red. In order to quantitatively evaluate the differences in the ferritin EDmaps 188

obtained by the various methods, we employed a rigid-body fitting of the PDB 6MSX with the 189

ED maps using ChimeraX [42]. The ED map and supramolecular complex were superimposed 190

to maximize the number of atoms inside the map followed by a rigid-body local optimization 191

using amap-in-map fitting proceduremaximizing the correlation value, 𝑐, between themap and 192

the reference[43]. We measured for the cryo-EM (EMD-2788) ED map a correlation of 𝑐 = 0.77, 193

while for the LP EM ED map generated over 5s video recording a correlation of 𝑐 = 0.71 with 194

the x-ray reference map. 195

One of the major advantages of LP EM is that the ferritin ED map is the result of sequential 196

views and thus we can break it down to assess the evolution over time. We thus segmented the 197

same video used for the reconstruction into five consecutive, not-overlapping intervals, con- 198

taining ten frames each. These five one second-long video segments were processed, and the 199

associated 3D density maps were reconstructed. Each video segment contained about 1000 200

different protein views. The apparent low number of particles could lead to low-quality den- 201

sity maps, however both coarse and refined maps (Fig. 4a) yield useful information about the 202

evolution of the particles in time. Although the particles being the same type should lead to 203

five identical 3D density maps, different configurations of themaps surface and shell outer con- 204

tour were obtained. The ResMap algorithm measured resolution mean values of 5.42Å, 5.39Å, 205

5.39Å, 5.37Å, 5.37Å; and median values of 5.5Å, 5.4 Å, 5.4 Å, 5.4 Å, 5.4 Å, respectively (Fig. 206

4b). The differences amongst the local resolution distributions, particularly for the first video 207

segment and the long-exposure density map accounted for the difference in the number of 208

particles involved in the reconstructions. Similarly, the comparison of each map with the x-ray 209

referencemap shows similar values of correlationwith the secondEDmap corresponding to the 210

time interval between 1 and 2 seconds producing an even higher correlation value of 𝑐 = 0.75 211

as shown in Fig. 4c. In the same graph we plotted the cumulative electron dose as a func- 212

tion of time, maintaining beam illumination constant during acquisition, and indeed it shows 213

that the cumulative dose increases up to 700 electrons per Å2 [44]. Whilst a longer acquisi- 214

tion time for the movie can generate more particle views, the increase in exposure may lead 215

to beam damage, which needs to be considered. The analysis of the resolution obtained from 216

the five time-varying maps leads to some interesting considerations. The number of missing 217

patches on the density maps seemed to increase over time, while the resolution of the density 218

maps remained constant. In order to have a reference for the quality of the images in terms 219

of SNR, and reconstructions for different magnitudes of electron doses we repeated the same 220
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Figure 4: Dynamic reconstruction of ferritin as a function of time. (a) Schematic representa-
tion showing the temporal evolution of the density map reconstruction process. The algorithm
extracted about 1000particles view fromeach sub-video, generating five different densitymaps
shown as course and refine the model. (b) The histograms generated from the measurements
of the local resolution of each density map performed through ResMap for each temporal seg-
ment. (c) The electron dose the particles were exposed to expressed for each 3D density map
and plotted alongside the mean spatial resolution.
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Figure 5: Imaging the protein conformational space. Root mean square deviation pairwise
matrix for the ferritin supramolecular complex across the molecular dynamics trajectory (a) cal-
culated from Molecular dynamic simulations of horse-spleen ferritin (PDBid 6MSX) light chain
depicted as cartoon with one half showing the corresponding overlaid electron density map
in gray (b). Overlay of the ferritin conformation analysed by molecular dynamics across 100ns
comparison between the LTEM ED map and the ferritin conformational ensemble (c).

experiments with a cumulative electron dose of less than 10 electrons per Å2. The resulting ED 221

maps are shown as no binned, and binned over 2, 5 and 10 frames in Fig.S5a. Whilst frame 222

binning compromises on time resolution, as the interval needed to capture high number of 223

views becomes longer, it improves the quality of the reconstruction compared to not-binned 224

map by an improved signal noise ratio. We compared the low dose binned maps with the 225

reference, and as shown in (Fig.S5b) the resulting ED maps appear to have missing surface 226

patches. The 3D map obtained after binning twice the frames in the low dose video showed 227

a correlation value of c=0.66. Increasing the binning size seemed to decrease the map cor- 228

relation values (Fig.S5c). Most importantly, within the limited resolution, the overall structure 229

observed at low dose is similar to that obtained from high electron dose, thus confirming again 230

the improved beam resistance of ferritin when dispersed in liquid media. With this in mind, 231

the density map generated from cryo-EM has sufficient resolution to distinguish the 𝛼-helices 232

represented in green, yellow and red. The generated density map from LP EM is coarser than 233

the map generated from cryo-EM and even though our ResMap calculations suggest spatial 234

resolution below the 𝛼-helices dimensional features, we cannot distinguish these features. It is 235

worth mentioning that ferritin remained intractable to structure determination by cryo-EM for a 236

long time due to the fact that the contrast afforded by the individual imaged particles was insuf- 237

ficient for alpha-helices to be resolved. 𝛼-Helices resolution is required for aligning the images 238

to each other and thus superimpose the imaged structures [44]. This problem was first solved 239

by using a gold support and selecting the images of proteins with reduced motion in the gold 240

grids [45]. Herein we capture the protein structure at room temperature in liquid water with 241

rotational correlation time 𝜏𝑅 ∼ 1𝜇𝑠 but also with internal structure vibrations with correlation 242

times in the order of ns. Hence, our reconstructions, independently of time intervals used, are 243

time-averaged and represent the volume occupied by all the protein conformations within the 244

time scale used for imaging (∼ 100𝑚𝑠). In order to elucidate the possible role of the protein 245

dynamics in the observed frames and reconstructions, we performed long molecular dynamics 246

simulations of ferritin in solution (150mM NaCl). The ferritin supramolecular complex is very 247

stable and retains its tetracosameric structure along simulation time (250ns). In Fig.5a we re- 248

port the pairwise root mean square deviation (RMSD) matrix for the ferritin complex. There are 249

very few differences in conformations (as measured by RMSD) across the trajectory, meaning 250

the complex samples similar conformations. In Fig. S7 we report the single chain RMSD dis- 251

tributions for the 24 ferritin chains labelled from A to X. We observe a RMSD of ∼ 1.5 Å in the 252

simulation which is relatively small for such a large complex, with chains D, M, and U fluctuat- 253

ing more than the rest yet without any major rearrangements. The supramolecular complex is 254

very rigid and lacks significant dynamical changes; if we overlay the MD simulation of all the 24 255

chains forming ferritin together as in Fig/ 5b the result is a blurred structure where it becomes 256
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impossible to distinguish the chains secondary arrangements. However, if we overlap the MD 257

overlay with the LP EM ED map, the correspondence is good. This optimal match indeed sug- 258

gests the key ability of LP EM is to access the conformational spatial flexibility of the protein 259

hence capturing the protein dynamics together with conserved structural features, which for 260

the ferritin is its spherical core shell structure. 261

Conclusions 262

We demonstrate that liquid phase TEM can be used effectively to image soft matter and pro- 263

teins, in particular capturing their dynamical motion in water. The extra temporal dimension 264

allows us to convert the Brownian motion associated with the particle diffusion into tomog- 265

raphy techniques that can screen the full three dimensional view of the specimen. We also 266

showed that Brownian tomography can be combined with single particle analysis techniques 267

to efficiently perform a ”Brownian particle analysis” to reconstruct protein structure in liquid wa- 268

ter at room temperature with resolution close to benchmarks methodologies. We show that 269

we can reconstruct 3D density maps of protein in liquid solution. The time factor becomes a 270

fundamental element in the reconstruction process, reducing the acquisition time required to 271

collect enough particles from hours in cryo TEM to seconds. In time, with the evolution of de- 272

tector technologies, the resolution will increase, and avoiding the vitrification process will allow 273

interesting comparisons. Most importantly, BPA allows extending atom level structural biology 274

into dynamic structural biology complementing liquid phase NMR and single molecule spec- 275

troscopy with a set of unique strengths. Such unique strengths are thus able to shed light on 276

real time conformational changes in solution, hydration dynamics, or merely the evaluation of 277

the effects of thermal fluctuations. We believe that our findings pave the way to a completely 278

new frontier in soft matter and structural biology thus expanding functional studies to dynamics 279

where we can sample soft particles and proteins within a three-dimensional plus time i.e. 4D 280

space. Such a space will allow us to understand conformational changes, allosteric interaction, 281

folding-unfolding mechanisms as well as to bring the so far neglected role of water in protein 282

structure. 283
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Methods 305

Materials and Liquid TEM Polymers were obtained through ATRP synthesis as previously re- 306

ported [35]. Equine spleen apoferritin was purchased from Merck (previously Sigma-Aldrich) 307

and diluted with phosphate buffer solution (PBS) at a concentration of 2mg/ml. First, the chips 308

were rinsed in HPLC-graded acetone followed by isopropanol for five minutes each, to elim- 309

inate their protective layer made of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Then, the chips were 310

plasma cleaned for thirteen min to increase their hydrophilicity. Soon after, the chip with the 311

spacer was fitted at the bottom of the liquid cell and 1.5ŒºL of ferritin solution was deposited 312

onto the window of the chip. It was important not to let the ferritin solution dry at this stage as 313

the film thickness of dried ferritin solution cannot be easily controlled and impedes good imag- 314

ing conditions. The chip without spacer was then positioned on top of the liquid layer closing 315

the liquid cell. The liquid holder was sealed, and 300ŒºL of the ferritin solution at 2mg/mL was 316

flushed in at 20ŒºL/min with a peristaltic pump. A volume of 300ŒºL of solution ensured that 317

the holder tubing system and cell were filled with ferritin solution. We waited five minutes after 318

collecting ferritin solution from the outlet tube (Fig. S1) in order to guarantee that convection ef- 319

fects from the flowing process were not affecting the Brownian movement of ferritin in solution. 320

The peristaltic pump was then stopped and the inlet and outlet tubes were sealed to ensure 321

a closed liquid circuit. The liquid holder was then introduced into the microscope. Imaging 322

was performed with the holder in static conditions i.e. the peristaltic pumpwas stopped during 323

imaging. Fluid dynamics simulations were performed on the liquid holder and are reported in 324

the section addressing Fluid dynamics simulation. 325

LP EM imaging procedure. The experiments were performed using a JEOL JEM-2200FS 326

TEMmicroscope equipped with a field emission gun (FEG) at 200 kV, and an in-columnOmega 327

filter. The camera used was the direct detection device (DDD) in-situ K2-IS camera from Gatan. 328

The ultra-high sensitivity of the K2 allows low-dose imaging modes limiting considerably elec- 329

tron dose damage and facilitating high spatial (3838x3710 pixels) and temporal (up to 1600 330

fps in in-situ mode) resolution. The microscope was used in transmission electron microscopy 331

mode. In order to limit the beamdose on the specimen, images were collected at theminimum 332

spot size (5) with a small condenser lens aperture (CLA 3). The K2 can be used in two recording 333

modes, linear and counted. The former is fast, but it generates the output image by capturing 334

the integrated signal from each pixel, I n a similar way to a standard charge coupled device 335

(CCD). Counted mode processes the image and assigns one count to the pixel or sub pixel of 336

the landing site of that electron, thereby illuminating background noise. For our investigations 337

dose fractionation videos were recorded in linear mode. Further details on the quality of the 338

videos are provided in section Video analysis. The electron flux used to record the videos was 339

14 e-Å−2, that is 140 e-Å−2. Low electron dose videos were also recorded at circa 0.9 e-Å−2 340

under identical imaging conditions as the high dose 5s video. Underfocus of circa 10𝜇m was 341

needed to improve the contrast of ferritin as phase plates were not present in our imaging sys- 342

tem. Every imagewas recorded in the format of 4-byte grayscale and required the full size of the 343

detector. However, the images were binned by a factor 2 on both dimensions, resizing images 344

down to 1919x1855 pixels. This process not only increased the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 345

each processed frame, but also prevented the memory of the processing machine to saturate 346

due to the high volume of data 347

Electron density map comparison. Briefly, we define the ED map as the vector u and the
reference map, calculated from the x-ray structure, as the vector r, the correlation, 𝑐, between
the two maps is thus defined as the ration between the two vectors inner and norm products,

𝑐 = ⟨u, r⟩
|u| |r| (1)
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Molecular Dynamics: Ferritin supramolecular complex We simulate ferritin starting from 348

the biological assembly of a 1.43 √Ö resolution x-ray crystal structure (PDB-id: 6MSX) containing 349

Cd2+. Only the positions of the protein coordinated Cd2+ atoms were retained and simulated 350

as Fe2+. The protein complex presented no mutations or structural gaps; therefore, it was pro- 351

tonated at pH 7.4 and solvated (150mM NaCl) using a TIP3P water model and Charmm36m(4) 352

protein and ions force field. The final simulated system consisted of 336806 atoms, resulting in 353

a truncated octahedron simulation cell of 16.14nmx15.21nmx13.17nm (5.37, -5.37,7.6). All sim- 354

ulations were performed with Gromacs v2019.2 (5) with a 2fs integration step. We performed 355

2000 steps of of minimization (steepest descent algorithm), followed by 5000 steps of isotropic 356

NPT at 300K, using the V-rescale thermostat and Parrinello-Rahman barostat. After 50000 steps 357

of NVT the system was fully equilibrated and ready for production that was performed in the 358

NVT ensemble for 370 ns. The last 250ns of the molecular dynamics run were analyzed in order 359

to characterize ferritin dynamics. RMSD pairwise matrix was calculated with MDAnalysis python 360

package [ref 1-5]. 361

Molecular Dynamics: PDPA72-PMPC25 disk The PDPA72-PMPC25 all-atom (2536 atoms) 362

structure was drawn using Marvin 19.3.0 (Chemaxon, http://www.chemaxon.com) and the min- 363

imum energy conformer was calculated using Marvin Calculator Plugins using a semiempirical 364

force field (MMFF94). A schematic illustration of the coarse graining strategy for PDPA and 365

PMPC in combination with the chemical structure in show in Fig.S2a. The coarse-grain strat- 366

egy for the PDPA72-PMPC25 polymer (316 beads) is based in the recently published model 367

for PDPA (6). All the interaction parameters between groups are identical to the values pre- 368

sented in ref (6), with a reference bond length of ro=0.47nm and a spring constant kb=8000 kJ 369

mol -1 nm-2, based in the MARTINIv2.2 force field beads definitions. A total of 408 polymers 370

(128928 beads) where assemble starting from a sparse bilayer-like conformation (Figure S7) 371

into a compact bilayer by alternating anisotropic and semiisotropic Berendsen barostat (keep- 372

ing the pressure in the axis normal to the bilayer plane equal to zero). The final frame was 373

manually cut into a disk (r=19nm) and solvated with MARTINIv2.2 non-polarizable water. The 374

final simulation box contained 353 chains of PDPAwith a degree of polymerization N=72 linked 375

each linked to a chain of PMPC with a degree polymerization N=25 and 309204 water beads. 376

The solvated system (Figure SX7, 420752 beads) was simulated in the NPT ensemble with an 377

isotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat for 1 ns followed by a production run of 100ns in the NVT 378

ensemble. All simulation where performed with Gromacs v4.6.7 (Gromacs) software package. 379

The temperature in all production run was T=300 K with a Berendsen thermostat. 380
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1 Supporting information 512

Liquid cell preparation and assembly . The holder used for imaging ferritin in liquid state 513

was the Ocean liquid holder manufactured by DENSsolution. The ferritin in solution was sand- 514

wiched in a liquid cell formed by two chips made of silicon nitride (SixNy), with 50nm thick rect- 515

angular observation windows at the centre measuring 20mmx200mm. Silicon nitride prevents 516

the solution from leaking from the closed cell and allows the passage of some of the electrons 517

through the sample as it is electron transparent. The liquid cell is comprised of a spacer-chip, 518

placed at the bottom and a spacer-less chip placed at the top. 200nm spacer chips were used 519

for the reported investigation. Although the liquid thickness is dictated by the spacer used in 520

the liquid cell, the observation windows of the chips tend to experience some bulging, mainly 521

at their centre point. This bulging effect is due to the differential pressure encountered by the 522

holder once it is inserted in the vacuum of the microscope.. The bulging phenomenon of the 523

windows consequently adds some extra thickness to the observation chamber, typically up to 524

150nm in excess per chip, to the 200nm thickness provided by the spacer. The bulging effect 525

is at minimum however at the corners of the rectangular windows. Thus, ferritin imaging was 526

performed by the areas close to the corners of the SixNy window. Nonetheless, the thickness 527

of the liquid layer resides in the nanometre range, allowing for satisfactory electron penetration 528

and sample contrast. 529

Fluid dynamics simulation . Section Liquid cell preparation and assembly shows how de- 530

manding this technique can be, and it is not surprising that the first attempts to image samples 531

in liquid state failed due the high complexity of the system. Therefore, a fluid dynamics simula- 532

tion was performed by using COMSOL Multiphysics in order to understand the functioning of 533

the liquid cell in “in-flow” conditions andobtain thebest performance from the imagingprocess. 534

The liquid holder was modelled in COMSOL using the actual dimensions of the device, the val- 535

ues of which will not be reported in this paper so as not to violate the confidentiality agreement 536

signed between the authors and the manufacturing company. However, the simplified geom- 537

etry of the holder is shown in Fig.S1a. The tip of the holder is flower-shaped and is connected 538

to two in plane parallel pipes, an inlet and outlet pipe for flowing in and out of the solution re- 539

spectively. The holder hosts on the inside two SiN chips separated by a variable gap, creating 540

a microfluidic channel to enable inflow analysis and keep the sample hydrated. The bulging 541

effect on the observation windows occurring when imaging the sample and mentioned in sec- 542

tion Liquid cell preparation and assembly of SI has been excluded from the simulation. This is 543

because the simulation has been performed at atmospheric pressure conditions, i.e. when the 544

sample is flowed in the liquid holder outside the microscope. Thus, the windows are treated as 545

flat, rigid surfaces trapping the solution on the inside. Input and output ports were set to the 546

end of the pipes, guaranteeing good fluid circulation. At the beginning of the simulation the 547

chamber was modelled as empty, both chips were removed, and an uncompressible Newto- 548

nian fluid was pumped in with an initial velocity of 5¬µL/min. The analysis was performed at 549

steady state, imposing laminar flow, planar symmetry and no slip condition on the walls of the 550

holder. The velocity of the fluid in these conditions was analyzed and the results are reported in 551

Fig. S1b. This first preliminary simulationwasmainly performed to validate the goodness of the 552

model, and especially to analyze the trajectory of the flow. The first simulation confirmed that 553

the fluid linearly went from the inlet to the outlet pipes, slowly expanding in the whole volume 554

of the chamber. The results showed that the trajectory of the injected particles were a combi- 555

nation of both convection and Brownian motion experienced by nanoparticles in liquid. Then, 556

the complexity of the system was increased by adding the two chips inside the flower-shaped 557

tip, separated by a 200nm spacer. The inclusion of the chips significantly influenced the liq- 558

uid flow inside the chamber, modifying the liquid trajectory and narrowing it down to the small 559

microfluidic channel between the chips. Consequently, most of the fluid went into the petals 560

of the structure, generating a turbulent flow. Furthermore, the volume between the two chips 561

was filled with only a small portion of the incoming fluid, the motion of which was hardly moved 562

by the effect of the pump (Fig. S1c). In a first approximation model, these results can be ex- 563

tended to the particles in solution pumped in the inflow port; mirroring the actual experimental 564

conditions. As a consequence, most of the particles would not flow between the observation 565
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Rec. mode File name Frame rate (fps) Num. frames Obs. Time (s)
Counted Ferr_200nm_17 10 100 10
Counted Ferr_200nm_18 20 200 10
Counted Ferr_200nm_20 40 200 5
Counted Ferr_200nm_22 40 200 5
Counted Ferr_200nm_23 20 200 10
Counted Ferr_200nm_24 10 100 10
Linear Ferr_200nm_25 10 100 10
Linear Ferr_200nm_26 20 200 10
Linear Ferr_200nm_28 40 200 5
Linear Ferr_200nm_30 40 200 5
Linear Ferr_200nm_31 20 200 10
Linear Ferr_200nm_32 10 100 10

window, but instead be trapped in the flower petal reservoir. These findings strongly suggest 566

that parameters such as sample concentration and velocity at which the sample is injected into 567

the holder have to be carefully chosen, in order to maximize the number of the particles in the 568

viewing window area. 569

Videoanalysis. The reconstructionprocess of the 3Ddensitymapof ferritin in solution recorded570

by the K2 in dose fractionation video mode has been analyzed and discussed above. However, 571

not all the obtained videos could be used as input to the workflow.Since the sample is in a liquid 572

state, and the particles moved with time, and the same particles could not image twice. Even 573

with a standardised recording method, the quality of the movies could vary. In this section, 12 574

different videos recorded during the same session are analyzed. Table S5 contains information 575

about the recording mode, the frame rate, the number of frames and the observation time for 576

each video. 577

Figure S5 ‚Äì Metadata extracted from the videos of ferritin in solution. 578

The recordingmode has been widely discussed in section LP EM Imaging procedure, there- 579

fore, in this section other additional features are discussed. The file name of the videos is self- 580

explanatory, as it contains the type of sample in solution, the size of the spacer between the 581

chips in the holder and an identification progressive index. Weprocessed the images, using the 582

progressive image denoising (PID) algorithm [46]. The selection of the PID algorithm relies on 583

its ability to produce enhanced results, without generating artefacts. However, this algorithm is 584

very CPU demanding and time consuming; it takes about 30 minutes to process a single frame 585

made of 1919x1855 pixels. Consequently, only a subset of three frames for every video has 586

been selected, these frames were selected at the very beginning, in the middle and at the very 587

end (Fig. S6) of each video. Running any quantitative analysis on these data may be not very 588

accurate, due to the uncertain efficiency of this method. Yet, it is possible to notice how the 589

counted mode generally produces better results than the linear mode and that the application 590

of the median filter significantly increases the quality of the images. 591

Performanceanalysis. Thewholeworkflowwas executedonamachine runningUbuntu Linux 592

16.04 64-bit operative system with the following hardware specifications: two central process- 593

ing units (CPU) Intel Xeon Gold 5118 2.3GHz with 12 cores each, 128GB (8x16GB) 2666MHz 594

DDR4 RAM, 512GB class 20 solid state drive (SSD) and dual SLI NVIDIA Quadro P5000 16GB as 595

GPUs. Table S3 reports the processing time values associated to the single steps of theworkflow 596

with respect to the processed videos. 597

Processing time 598

Table S3 ‚Äì Processing time values employed in the various steps of the workflow. 599
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Task Processing time
MATLAB pre-processing (per frame) 00h 00‚Äô 08‚Äô‚Äô
Pre-process micrographs 00h 04‚Äô 29‚Äô‚Äô
CTF correction 00h 02‚Äô 48‚Äô‚Äô
Particles picking 00h 03‚Äô 45‚Äô‚Äô
Particles extraction 00h 00‚Äô 55‚Äô‚Äô
3D initial map 00h 05‚Äô 02‚Äô‚Äô
3D refinement 02h 38‚Äô 03‚Äô‚Äô
Local resolution 00h 06‚Äô 54‚Äô‚Äô

Figure S1: TEM holder. (a)Schematics of the liquid holder used for imaging liquid sample
by transmission electron microscopy. (b) Fluid dynamics simulations of the holder, modelled
without the SiN chips. A Newtonian fluid was pumped in the inflow pipe (on the left) and out
from the outflow pipe (on the right). The flow expands towards the flower shape reservoir per-
pendicular to the liquid main trajectory while flowing through the chamber. (c) Fluid dynamics
simulations of the holder comprising two chips inside. Both simulations run applying laminar
flow, planar symmetry and no slip conditions; the analysis was then performed at steady state.
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Figure S2: Coarse-grain model of the PMPC-PDPA micelle in water. (a) Coarsening of a
single PMPC-PDPA chain from 2536 atoms to 316 beads. (b) End-to-end distance of a PMPC-
PDPA chain from the core and edge areas of the the disk-like micelle.
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Figure S3: Focus and eucentric height. LPEMmicrographs of ferritin protein dispersed in PBS
taken at different focus and eucentric height
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Figure S4: Schematic representation of the ferritin particle selection process. (a) The black
boxes represent the ferritin particles selected by the user, which are transformed into a tem-
plate. (b) The template is then used to recognise and identify all the occurrences in the rest of
the frame (in green). (c) The particles automatically selected are saved into a gallery. Lastly,
the so-defined particle identification scheme is applied to the rest of the frames comprising the
videos.
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Figure S5: Low dose 3D rendering. 3D renderings of the ferritin imaged a ultra low dose and
reconstructed using different level of binning (a). Comparison between the low dose render-
ings showed as no processing and asGaussian-smoothed and reference x-ray structure showed
as overlays between structures (b) and the corresponding correlation (c).
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Figure S6: Examples of frames to show denoising . The columns of this matrix disposition
represent the different frame rate values: from left to right, 10fps, 20fps and 40fps. The rows
contain the different element of the analysis: from top to bottom, the original frame, themedian
filtered version of the original image and the reconstructed ground truth. The noiseless image
at the bottom was obtained by applying the PID algorithm to the original image.
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Figure S7: RMSD analysis. Probability distribution function (PDF) of the root mean square de-
viation (RMSD), along the production runs, per chain calculated from Molecular dynamic simu-
lations of horse-spleen ferritin (PDBid 6MSX) light chain depicted as cartoon, the 24 chains are
represented as letters of the alphabet.
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